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Feel Good in Your Body



Pilates 1h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Pilates is a sports technique which includes intense exercise sessions, 
delicate with the joints, which require control of the abdominal muscles
and a sense of balance, constantly coordinated with breathing. This
method brings many health benefits without stressing the body. 

Pilates largely avoids high impact, high power output, and heavy muscular 
and skeletal loading. In Pilates exercises, the emphasis is on the quality of 
the movements rather than the number of repetitions. Proper breathing is
essential and helps to perform movements with maximum efficiency and 
strength. 

Last but not least, by learning how to breathe properly, we will be able to
eliminate stress from our lives. 
We invite you to weekly pilates sessions!

Language:



HIIT (High-Intensity Interval Training) 1h 20 pax

Have you always wanted a personal trainer to take care of you right in your

own home? You know the saying, take care of what you want ... Starting

with this autumn, sport comes closer to you and you will have the

opportunity to train weekly with a trainer who will meet to all your needs.

HIIT - A 60-minute high-intensity interval training (HIIT) workout, 
designed to improve strength, cardiovascular fitness and build lean
muscle. Done right, HIIT is your saving cardio grace. A good HIIT workout
can deliver a lot of what you want from traditional cardio—burning fat, 
elevating your heart rate, pushing you to sweat, and improving lung 
capacity—in a fraction of the time, making it especially useful for those of 
us who can't spend all day in the gym.

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



Yoga 1h 20 pax

Yoga is a rising discipline, both internationally and nationally, proving its 
effectiveness in the process of reducing stress levels. The practice involves 
awareness, breathing, meditation techniques, combined with exercise focused on 
increasing flexibility and mobility.

We are waiting for you at group yoga sessions in which our accredited Yoga Alliance 
instructor will use tools from the practice of yoga, such as breathing techniques, 
conscious movement and guided relaxation, to restore mind-body balance. It will 
also be an opportunity for employees to connect with other colleagues, freely 
express their emotions and discover together a wide range of useful solutions to get 
through this period.

What we learn:
• How to breathe properly in everyday life
• Let's listen to our body and understand its needs
• Let's make conscious movements and be present "here and now"
• A few simple positions that we can apply when we are at the office
• Let's create space in the mind and body, gaining increased clarity and good tone

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



Postural Stretching
Posturology for a Healthier Spine

1h 20 pax

The incorrect posture is more and more common nowadays, from small to large, 
mainly due to the prolonged use of various devices. Aspects of modern life, such as 
using a smartphone, sitting in front of a laptop and sliding on the back of the chair are 
important factors in body posture.

To avoid deforming the spine, there are a number of stretching exercises that help 
correct posture and get a correct one. A few stretching movements a day can help us 
rebalance our posture and relax.

We invite you to postural stretching sessions, where, together with our trainer, you 
will learn how to perform these types of exercises correctly.

Stretching is a method derived from Hatha-yoga and gymnastics, stretching the 
"soft" tissues of the musculoskeletal system, in order to increase their elasticity and 
flexibility. It includes controlled muscle-ligament stretching exercises characterized 
by slow tempo. I aim to reach the maximum elongation point and maintain it for a 
given period of time.

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



Hobbies to EnrichYour Life



Do you want to learn how to draw but don't know 
where to start? In this class, professional painter and 
artist, Simona Bușoiu, shares fun, beginner-friendly 
drawing techniques that can turn anyone into an artist.
This class will help you overcome your fear of the blank 
page and focus on putting pencil to paper.

This class will cover:
✓ Different materials for drawing
✓ Using a viewfinder
✓ Establishing your composition
✓ Exploring varied mark-making and textural effects
✓ Practice measurement and proportions in your work
✓ A drawing challenge to help develop your skills

Learn to Draw: An Introduction
A drawing challenge to help develop your skills

2h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



We invite you to an online textile painting workshop, 
where you will learn to give a new shape and color to a 
clothing accessory.

In this unique workshop, participants will relax learning
to realistically render a pattern on cotton, to apply
colors correctly on textiles and to creatively customize
clothing items.

Participants will receive a complete kit at home: T-shirt, 
brushes, colors. Then, a colleague will be assigned to
draw a special t-shirt for him. On the first day when
they meet at the office, everyone will be able to wear
their gift and have a day full of smiles!

Painting on T-Shirts 1,5h

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

20 paxHome Delivered Kit

Language:



Express your creativity in colors, in a painting workshop 
that will show you how easy it is to overcome your 
limits, which will show you that painting means true 
communication, expressing personal thoughts and 
feelings, driving away sadness, fulfilling a dream.

We suggest you enjoy the beauty of colors and variety 
of textures, in a unique painting workshop, in which 
participants will paint on T-Shirts, textile bags or canvas 
various patterns, simpler or more complex, depending 
on preferences or previous experience. The trainer will 
be with everyone, so that each final painting will be a 
successful one, expressing the personality of the one 
who made it.

Painting on Canvas
1,5h 1 - 20 paxHome Delivered Kit

Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Color is one of the most powerful forces in our environment. 
Color influences us psychologically, emotionally, even 
spiritually. Yet most of us have no idea how to pick the right 
colors for our homes where it matters the most. 
Thankfully, this class will get you out of your color rut. This feng 
shui-inspired design method will help you to plan and 
implement a color scheme for your home. This course also 
provides practical tips that walk you through the process of 
changing your home’s color scheme, step by step.

What you’ll learn:
✓ You will understand the basics of color theory and practice 

applying them to your space
✓ You will be able to distribute colors effectively in a space
✓ You will understand how to apply the feng shui principle of 

harmony to your color design
✓ You will be able to transform your space so that it supports 

your best life

Transform Your Place with Color
How to Design Your Best Home Using Feng Shui Inspired Design

2h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



Let go of clutter and grab on to happy living!
Decluttering and Organizing spaces can lead you to feel 
overwhelmed, unsure of where to start, and uncertain if you 
have enough time to get it all done. This course aims to 
overcome all 3 of those challenges, by introducing a tested 
method for decluttering and organizing spaces. This course is 
designed for beginners who are new to the idea of organizing 
or struggle with implementation.

There are many benefits to learning how to get organized. You 
become a more focused and relaxed person to be around, 
especially in our fast-paced society. You will develop productive 
habits that reinforce this new way of living, so it's a life-long 
investment of your time spent learning.

Your ability to be open-minded and change your current 
behaviour will have a positive ripple effect in all areas of your 
life including work, relationships, and overall mental health.

Real Organization: 
How to Declutter & Organize Any Space!

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



At a time when the whole family is at home, gathering a huge amount of 
packaging from all kinds of materials is inevitable. Recycling waste in a 
creative way is a trend that is starting to take shape in Romania lately. You 
knew, of course, that you could reuse them to create various household 
items, but you never had enough time, the right motivation, or guidance.
We offer you a family workshop, conducted online under the guidance of a 
visual artist. You will make unique objects with the materials you have in the 
house.

Objects we propose:
1. Glass recycling:
Vase for flowers / Pots for office plants

2. Plastic recycling:
Plastic bottle piglet

3. Metal recycling:
Lantern from metal cans (soda/beer)

Recycle Art
Learn How to Turn Waste into Fun

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



When did you have your first kaleidoscope?
When was the last time you enjoyed one's magic?

In addition to the beauty of the rendered images and 
the pleasure of watching and making them, 
kaleidoscopes tell stories about the life of each of us. 
The idea behind it is simple: no matter how the beads 
are placed, the resulting image will be a beautiful, 
different, fascinating one.

We invite you to a unique workshop, full of play, magic, 
color and joy, in which we will make and customize 
these wonderful objects.

Kaleidoscopes Magic 1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Home Delivered Kit

Language:



How to Be a Weekend Photographer

Successful weekends deserve proper images for your Instagram
account!
In the photography workshop, participants have the chance to learn, in 
addition to the basic photographic rules:

• What are the times of day when it is advisable to take photos, 
depending on the light provided by the sun;

• How the subject of the photo fits;
• How to build a dynamic and interesting framework;
• What functions of the phone should be fully exploited in nature, in 

the city, in museums or other closed and dark spaces etc.

The photographer offers participants personal examples of 
failed / successful photos, explaining how he managed to obtain them 
and training the critical spirit of the students in terms of quality 
photography.

1,5h 20 pax

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



Flavours



Wine tasting can be done in many ways, its main purpose is to learn 
as much as possible about this drink and its origin. Wine tasting also 
helps us learn new things about ourselves when we don't forget to 
have a little fun.

Enjoy a private foray into the world of wine, prepared, presented and 
served by a wine enthusiast, owner of a famous vineyard in the Dealu
Mare region.

This activity is an absolutely unique way to spend your time and learn 
new and useful things about wines. Participants will learn the process 
of wine tasting and will later be able to recognize and differentiate 
between quality wines and the rest, they will know how to match 
wines to different dishes, from which glasses each type of wine is 
consumed, how they differ wines vertically (same producer, different 
harvests) and horizontally (different producers, same harvest), as well 
as many other interesting information about this wonderful drink.

Wine Tasting
The Wines of Romania

1,5h 1 - 20 paxHome Delivered Kit

Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Learn how to rock your latte from an experienced & 
passionate barista.
We know, a day without this yumsy drink is not fun. So 
what about learning how to prepare it on your own just 
in case you won’t make it to your favorite coffee place 
in town?
During this workshop you’ll get to master the perfect 
brew and make that delish espresso that rocks your 
day. Then you’ll get to top that off with amazing latte 
art. You’ll learn how to steam your milk and pour it like 
a skilled barista.

What you get:
✓ The perfect espresso
✓ Latte art techniques
✓ Coffee brewing tips & tricks

Espresso & Latte Art
Learn How to Rock Your Mornings

1,5h 1 - 20 paxHome Delivered Kit

Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Romanian craft beer is produced in 
microbreweries in all corners of the country 
by entrepreneurs who combine 
entrepreneurship with a passion for beer, 
the latter being the key to this equation. In 
Romania, craft beer has gained popularity 
and has really entered the market only in 
the last seven years, when the number of 
functional microbreweries has increased 
from 0 to almost 20.

In addition to the spectacle of taste, serving 
and tasting beer is a complex art with an 
impressive tradition that has been built 
over time by the talent of brewers.
Serving beer begins with discovering the 
optimal savoring temperature, choosing 
the right glass, appreciating the foam, 
appreciating the color and pouring.

Romanian 

Craft Beers Tasting 1,5h 1 - 20 pax

Another stage of tasting involves olfactory 
evaluation. Did you know that more than 
100 flavoring substances invade our 
olfactory sensors when we smell a beer? 
They are formed during the production 
process, malt, hops and yeast having a 
decisive role in the formation of flavors. An 
important role in beer tasting is also played 
by the tactile sensors present in the oral 
cavity, which allow the appreciation of 
fullness, softness, astringency and 
sensation caused by the presence of carbon 
dioxide.

So we invite you to taste the beer, to feel its 
whole range of flavors and to enjoy the 
benefits that this drink has on the body 
when consumed in moderation.

Home Delivered Kit

Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Family Wellbeing



Raising Good Kids in Changing Times
How to deal with kids nowadays

How many times have we not thought "I would like to spend more time 
with my child, but the exhausting program does not allow me"? 

Here that what seemed impossible to most of us becomes a reality - we 
are now at home continuously, young and old. And yet it happens to us 
not to connect with our child as we would like, to work more than in a 
normal situation or vice versa, our worries to be so great that we are 
overwhelmed and unwilling to spend time together . But there are ways to 
straighten the boat and spend valuable time with the child. 

We offer you an online seminar in which to discuss parents and their needs 
and how they can be harmonized with the needs of children, how we take 
care to overcome difficult moments and how we create small or big joys, 
about getting to know each other, but also about asumming what we are, 
with good and less good.

1,5h 1 - 20 pax
Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Is my child stressed? 
How do I recognize the symptomps

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Apparently unaffected by the problems of adults, children are also exposed to stress, 
which sometimes even takes the form of anxiety.

In small doses and in situations that justify it, stress is considered normal in 
childhood. For example, it is normal for the little one to feel a little stressed before an 
important exam or on the first day of school.

But if the little one becomes constantly stressed, we face a problem. How do you 
recognize a stressed child, how do you identify the causes of stress, but also how can 
you help him solve this problem? These are questions that we will answer applied 
during the seminar.

Structure:
• How we communicate with the child during this period;
• How we figure out what the signals in terms of different behavior;
• Stress in childhood and how it manifests itself according to age;
• Stress control solutions: play, quality time etc.

1,5h 1 - 20 pax
Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Love from the beginning is a dance of positive emotions. Curiosity, empathy, creativity and 
acceptance constantly float above the 2 partners. Until a certain moment, when the vicious 
circle of conflicts appears. And conflicts arise when the saboteurs of each partner intervene 
in the dialogue. For example, the "perfectionist" in me activates and talks to "your need for 
control" - I tell you that you did not wash the dishes well and you feel that I do not give you 
the freedom to do things the way you want. And when we have these "buttons" pressed, 
the road to a flawed relationship is guaranteed.

The good news is that the relationship can be saved, because just as we can press the 
“buttons” of negative emotions, so we can act on the buttons of positive emotions, which 
we had activated at the beginning of the relationship. It may have happened to you that 
you were extremely annoyed about a certain situation, and that your partner's relaxation or 
humor disarmed you immediately. This is because the strongest emotion is also 
transmitted to the partner.

Come to our workshop to learn how to turn conflicts into inevitable gifts and opportunities, 
to deepen understanding and trust in a relationship.

Objectives:
✓ Find the latest information in neuroscience, psychology and coaching, which will help 

you better understand the basic mechanisms of our mind and how they are transmitted 
to your partner.

✓ You learn dialogue techniques that you can apply in your relationship to resolve 
conflicts.

✓ Discover new things about yourself and your partner.

1,5h 20 pax

The Art and Science of Love
Your connection with your partner

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



Meaningful Parenting 1,5h 20 pax

When do you get along best with your child? When is he grumpy, capricious, tired and angry? Or 
when he is rested, relaxed and enthusiastic?

Mental well-being is the best ally we have for a balanced and constructive dialogue with the little 
ones. But to achieve it, it is necessary to understand the mechanisms behind it and, of course, to 
work with ourselves first. Why? Because it is proven that the strongest emotion is the one to which 
the dialogue aligns. Maybe it has ever happened to you to feel so good that nothing can touch you 
and the child's nervousness is actually disarming or vice versa, the simple interaction with his 
negative emotions will upset you and lose your temper.

The latest research in the field of psychology, neuroscience and coaching shows us what are the 
mechanisms behind the above examples and how we can intervene in a few simple steps. The 
outcome? We will reduce as much as possible the training and development of saboteurs and 
limiting beliefs towards children, we will learn how to manage our own weaknesses, to identify 
those of the child and to pull the trigger to a more harmonious relationship.

Objectives:
✓ Find out the latest information in neuroscience, psychology and coaching, which will help you 

better understand the basic mechanisms of our mind and a number of mechanisms that occur in 
childhood.

✓ You learn to balance your own emotions and those of the child, for a constructive dialogue and a 
general mental state of well-being.

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site

Language:



Travel



Driven by the desire for a different holiday from the same eternal top 
destinations, many foreigners choose in recent years to spend their holidays in 
our country, while Romanians can hardly wait for summer to escape beyond 
borders. It is a normal behavior, born from the desire of people to explore 
different cultures and areas from those in which they were born. But in a 
special period, such as the one we are currently going through, the native 
lands are becoming a much better alternative, at least for the momentg. 

Romania is a wonderful country, where you can find a lot of unique places but 
also, perhaps surprisingly, you can meet a variety of cultures and customs that 
you have never seen, although you have lived for a lifetime in this country. 

Did you know, for example, that at a stone's throw from Brașov you will find a 
volcano that looks as if it has just erupted, the site of the last volcanic eruption 
in the Carpathians? Or that in Apuseni you can visit the second largest 
underground glacier in southeastern Europe? Not to mention all the medieval 
fortresses in our country, the fortified churches in Transylvania, the castles that 
became the subjects of vampire movies, the Danube Boilers, Maramureș and 
Bucovina - fairytale lands of our country, the monasteries in northern Moldova
and much more

1,5h 1 - 20 pax

Backpacking Romania
What to do, what to see

Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Childhood is about play, joy and family 
time! So, when you have children, the 
priority in organizing the vacation 
becomes the well-being of your child and 
the possibilities of knowledge that the trip 
will offer him.

A holiday in Romania will become for your 
little one an opportunity to discover and 
love his country, to roam the wonderful 
places in the country where he was born 
and to better define what HOME means.

But what are the most friendly places for 
family trips, what can the child learn, what 
activities can he do in these places? These 
are questions that we will answer during 
the webinar, along with many other 
interesting details about holidays with 
children.

1,5h 1 - 20 pax

Kid friendly trips and fun

family vacations in Romania

We will present guesthouses and 
accommodation units that offer your child 
more than a playground, such as a 
farmhouse surrounded by mountains and 
wilderness, located only 122 km from 
Bucharest, where the child will feel like
being in a fairy tale: riding, participating in 
pottery workshops or wandering through 
nature with professional guides.

Also, do you want to offer your child the 
experience of country life, in the 
grandparents' yard? At 20 km from Sibiu, 
the little ones will not only participate in 
feeding the animals, but also in picking 
products from the garden and orchard, 
then preparing healthy meals with the 
owners of the pension. It should be noted 
that the pension is not only child friendly, 
but also pet friendly.
And the possibilities are endless, you just 
have to know them!

Language:

Possibility of implementation: on-line / on-site



Thank you for 
trusting us!


